Satellite Options for your Coach

Stationary

In Motion or Stationary:

Coach/Dish must be stationary for Dish to lock onto Satellite.

In Motion

Watch and/or Record while Driving to destination?

Portable

In Motion option must be a permanent roof mounted dish.

Portable (to Roof) or Portable Dish?

Permanently Attached (to Roof) or Portable Dish?

Permanent

Permanent has ‘flip-of-a-switch’ convenience but the coach must offer a clear view of the southern sky (no blocking Terrain, Trees, Buildings etc.)

Only One

Watch different Satellite channels on two (or more) TV’S at same time?

One Receiver can send satellite stream to two (or more) TV’s. Viewers can watch different channels but they are limited to what is offered on the same stream.

2+

Will need a Satellite dish with multiple LNB’s and a separate receiver for each TV. Also additional subscription(s).
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Over the years of running a mobile RV repair service, having a dedicated place to access service manuals for all the different appliances and components found on RVs was something that I always had a desire to create.

I hope this resource makes your RV repairs easier, as it has mine, but please be careful and follow proper safety practices when attempting to repair your own RV.

If in doubt, please consult with a professional RV technician!

All service manuals provided on www.myrvworks.com are believed to be released for distribution and/or in the public domain.